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A Commitment to Education
Guests who pass through the gates of one of our parks will benefit from educational experiences
intended to inspire a deeper understanding, respect and desire to protect all wildlife.
The parks’ educational programs have helped schools, teachers, children and adults explore our world
and its inhabitants. We offer our guests countless informal teaching experiences inside the parks
including educators, show and exhibit narrations, and interpretive and interactive graphics.

Wildlife Rescue
With a legacy of animal rescue spanning more than 50 years and benefiting more than 36,000 animals
and counting, responding to wildlife in crisis is a commitment we take to heart. Working in partnership with
federal, state and local agencies, our rescue teams are on call 24/7 assisting animals that are orphaned, ill,
injured or in need of expert care. Our goal is to successfully rehabilitate animals for return to the wild. The
small percentage of animals whose injuries are too debilitating to permit release are given lifelong care.

Conservation
The SeaWorld® & Busch Gardens® Conservation Fund is just one way our guests can get involved
in conservation. The fund supports wildlife research, habitat protection, animal rescue, and
conservation education in the U.S. and countries all over the world. The fund provides a direct outlet
for park visitors to support wildlife, SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment provides all administrative
and development costs, staffing, and infrastructure, committing 100 percent of donations
to on-the-ground wildlife conservation efforts.

SeaWorldCares.com
We are proudly accredited by

SeaWorld Orlando has
been designated a
Certified Autism Center
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Manta
Clyde & Seamore’s Sea Lion High
Sesame Street Land™

USA Today’s 10Best New Attraction

Animal Experiences

Rides

Antarctica: Empire of the Penguin®

NEW! Ice Breaker ™
Ice Breaker will feature four airtime filled launches, both
backwards and forwards, culminating in a reverse launch
into the steepest beyond vertical drop in Florida.

Infinity Falls™
Rush the rapids on SeaWorld’s one-of-a-kind river ride, Infinity
Falls. Hang on as the roaring world class rapids send you flying
through chutes before you plunge down a 40 foot drop into
churning whitewater.

Manta®
Fly like a giant ray when you experience Florida’s only
flying coaster.

Explore the majestic grandeur of the South Pole and see it
through the penguins eyes on a first-of-its-kind family ride.

SeaWorld Rescue™ : Manatee Rehabilitation
Get a behind-the-scenes view of SeaWorld’s manatee
rescue and rehabilitation efforts.

Stingray Lagoon®
Reach your hand just below the surface, and you’re likely
to feel a velvety “high five” as stingrays swim by.

Pacific Point Preserve®

Mako®

Watch these California comedians swim and play among
the waves, or bask in the afternoon sun near to a flippered
friend or two.

This hyper coaster is the tallest and fastest roller coaster
in Orlando.

Shark Encounter ®

Sesame Street Land ™ at SeaWorld
Families can walk down Sesame Street for the very first time!
Come see all your favorite furry friends, the iconic Neighborhood,
fun family rides and enjoy 30 ways to learn and play.

Experience a rare, up-close look at prehistoric predators
whose ancestors dominated the sea over 450 million years
ago—long before even dinosaurs walked the earth..

Upgrades

Shows & Parades

Quick Queue® Unlimited *

Dolphin Days
A festive celebration of our natural world starring the ocean’s
most playful ambassador, the Atlantic bottlenose dolphin.

With Quick Queue Unlimited, guests can skip the regular
lines and enjoy front-of-the-line access at our most popular
attractions as many times as they want – all day long!

Clyde & Seamore’s Sea Lion High®

All-Day Dining*

Full of fun and big personalities, this show takes place
in an aquatic-themed high school.

This convenient dining deal allows you to eat all day at
SeaWorld at participating restaurant locations as often as once
every hour until the published closing time.

Orca Encounter ™
Learn more about killer whales and connect in an inspiring
new way with the ocean’s most powerful predator.

Sesame Street Party Parade

Up-Close Animal Encounters*
This includes a variety of experiences such as Behind-theScenes Tours and unforgettable interactions.

Move to the beat during the coolest party on wheels!
Park visitors of all ages will be up and dancing as Elmo and
his furry friends accompany colorful floats – and a few special
surprises – in the first parade ever at SeaWorld Orlando.

There’s a reason Orlando is the world’s favorite family vacation destination and at
SeaWorld® Parks & Resorts™, there are exciting experiences for families to take in and lifelong
memories to be made. Guests are immersed in wonder at SeaWorld® Orlando,
where the aquatic world comes alive like no place else.

SeaWorld Vacation Packages
Hotel Packages are available offering great values like Eat Free, Kids Free, or more.
In addition, all Hotel Packages include:

• Reserved Seats at Shows
Concerts are not included

• Free Parking

• One Free hotel Night* and Minimum
10% Commission on Package Price

©
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Ray Rush

Taumata Racer
KareKare Curl

Rides
NEW! Riptide Race™
Ready? Set? Race! Experience Florida’s first dueling racer,
Riptide Race. Grab a friend and race through high speed
tunnels as you see your opponents side by side and face
to face. Who will reach the finish line first?

KareKare Curl ™
Experience a feeling of weightlessness aboard KareKare
Curl, Aquatica’s newest adventure. True to its name and
holding two passengers, this new slide delivers a highadrenaline, weightless adventure.

Ray Rush®

COMING 2020

Triple your fun with Ray Rush, new at Aquatica Orlando.
Ray Rush is the fully-loaded water adventure with three
new ways to slide, splash
and soar.

Water Play
Walkabout Waters®
Kids can play all-day at one of the world’s largest
interactive water play sites.

Kata’s Kookaburra Cove®
Our children’s pool is anything but small, kids can slide
with mom and dad even before they can walk, thanks to
our specialty built tubes.

Big Surf Shores & Cutback Cove
Experience the world’s only side-by-side wave lagoons.
Lined by white sand beaches, they can be operated
independently or together, for twice the tidal fun.

Ihu’s Breakaway Falls®
Get ready to brave Orlando’s steepest and only multi-drop
tower slide of its kind. Guests will step into one of three
breakaway boxes or test their bravery at their own pace
on the open slide.

Dolphin Plunge®

Upgrades
All-Day Dining Deal *

Feel the rush as you plunge down 250 feet of clear tubes
through a crystal-blue lagoon, alongside black-and-white
Commerson’s dolphins.

This convenient dining deal allows you to eat all day at

Roa’s Rapids®

as once every hour until the published closing time.

Catch the current of our adventure river, and zip through
rapids, geysers, and waterfalls at three to four times the
speed of a typical waterpark river.

Aquatica at participating restaurant locations as often
*Additional charges may apply.

Taumata Racer ®
Challenge your friends and family to a headfirst, mat race
down a 300-foot, eight-lane speed slide down to the
finish line.

Omaka Rocka™
Slide forward and backward through high-speed tubes
and half-pipe funnels on a waterslide that’ll make you
twist and shout.

This one-of-a-kind park waterpark connects visitors to the sea as only SeaWorld can. Families will
find themselves immersed in a collection of the world’s most thrilling aquatic rides,
including 51 waterslides, six rivers and lagoons, and more than 84,000 square feet of beaches.

SeaWorld and Aquatica Vacation Packages
Aquatica Free Vacation Package:

• 2 Parks for the price of one!

• Or add Aquatica to any SeaWorld Vacation Package
for an unbelievably low price.
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SeaVenture
Explorer’s Aviary
The Grand Reef

Signature Experiences
The Grand Reef

All-Inclusive Day
• Freshly prepared breakfast and lunch
• Unlimited snacks and drinks,
including select alcoholic beverages
• Access to all signature experiences

Swim and snorkel with thousands of tropical fish and rays
through this stunning coral reef habitat.

Dolphin Lagoon
Come nose-to-bottlenose when you experience the highlight
of your day, a one-on-one dolphin encounter*.

Serenity Bay
Soak up the sun and relax on white-sand beaches and swim
in tropical lagoons as you enjoy this beach-front paradise.

Wind-Away River

• Swim gear and snorkel provided
• Towels, sunscreen and complimentary lockers

Float through crystal clear springs and refreshing waterfalls as
you wind through Explorer’s Aviary and past white sand beaches.

• Shower amenities

Explorer’s Aviary

• Free parking

Hand-feed hundreds of exotic birds in one of 3 free-flight aviaries.

• Select packages include admission to SeaWorld
Orlando and Aquatica Orlando, with an option to
add Busch Gardens Tampa Bay.

Freshwater Oasis
Come face-to-face with curious otters and marmosets.

Upgrades
Dolphin Interaction
Swim with a Dolphin*
Experience a unique and life-changing encounter
with an intelligent and playful new friend – an Atlantic
bottlenose dolphin! With a seasoned dolphin trainer
as your guide, you’ll learn how dolphins behave and
communicate before the big moment – when you
swim up to meet one.

SeaVenture® *
This innovative experience is an underwater walking tour.
You don’t need SCUBA certification, just a special dive
helmet. Experience one-on-one encounters with unique
animals, schools of fish and velvety rays. Touch unique
sea life found along the way. The adventure ends with
schools of fish feeding around you with the massive
open reef as your backdrop.

Private Cabanas*
For the ultimate seclusion, private cabana rentals are
available. Tucked away within the lush landscaping,
cabanas provide chaise lounges, a stocked mini fridge,
locker, fresh towels and a snack basket. It’s the perfect
place for up to six guests to relax when not in the water
exploring.
*Additional charges may apply.

Dolphin Lagoon

Discovery Cove is more than a one-day getaway. It’s a once-in-a-lifetime chance to swim with dolphins,
®

Discovery Cove Vacation Packages

snorkel with colorful fish, glide alongside graceful rays and hand-feed exotic birds. Plus throughout your

All packages include “length-of-stay” admission to SeaWorld® and Aquatica® (with option to add

day enjoy first-class amenities including freshly prepared breakfast & lunch, unlimited snacks & drinks,

Busch Gardens® Tampa Bay), hotel accommodations, and other exclusive benefits, including:

complimentary parking, lockers, snorkel gear & more. One reservation offers an ALL-INCLUSIVE day of

• Reserved Seats at all of

exploration that will let visitors connect with ocean life in ways you never believed possible.

SeaWorld’s shows

• Discounts off culinary and
merchandise purchases in
the parks

• Minimum 10% Commission on package price.
Up to 30% commission on Discovery Cove
admission.
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THE GRAND REEF

®

DOLPHIN LAGOON

®

SERENITY BAY

WIND-AWAY RIVER

UP CLOSE ANIMAL
ENCOUNTERS

EXPLORER’S AVIARY

FRESHWATER OASIS

®
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Sesame Street® Safari of Fun

Serengeti Safari

Tigris

Sesame Street® Safari of Fun™

Rides
Iron Gwazi ® - Opening Spring 2020!
A new legend is surfacing in 2020 at Busch Gardens Tampa
Bay with the evolution of Iron Gwazi, North America’s tallest
hybrid coaster and the fastest and steepest hybrid coaster
in the world. Iron Gwazi takes thrills to new heights, plunging
riders from a 206 foot-tall peak into a 91-degree drop and
reaching top speeds of 76 miles per hour. Riders on Iron Gwazi
will experience a dozen airtime moments, including three
inversions, as they sink their teeth into crocodile-inspired thrills.
Iron Gwazi will be Busch Gardens Tampa Bay’s 10th roller
coaster, solidifying the park’s position as Florida’s thrill ride
leader.

Tigris®
Thrill seekers can now take on Tigris, a new triple-launch steel
coaster and Florida’s tallest launch coaster! An innovative
experience, Tigris will catapult riders through an exhilarating
array of looping twists with forward and backward motion,
breath-taking drops, a 150-foot skyward surge, and an inverted
heartline roll, reaching a top speed of 60 miles per hour.
Tigris will race riders along more than 1,800 feet of steel track
designed to mimic the awe-inspiring agility of the world’s
largest and most powerful cat – the tiger.

Falcon’s Fury®
It’s one thing to drop 300 feet. It’s a whole other for your seat
to pivot 90° – then drop face-first at 60 mph. Like a falcon,
riders dive straight toward the Earth before swooping up to
collect your prey! It’s an immediate, heart pounding thrill with
breathtaking views of the Tampa Bay area and beyond- soar
high above the city just like the majestic predator that inspired
the ride.

Cheetah Hunt ®
Florida’s first triple launch coaster takes you from zero to
cheetah on a heart-pounding, all-out race across the Serengeti.

SheiKra®
This floorless coaster takes you to a dizzying height of
200 feet, then takes your breath away as it sends you
on a 90° straight down drop.

Florida’s coaster capital, Busch Gardens Tampa Bay is the ultimate family adventure
®

providing unrivaled excitement for guests of every age with a unique blend
of world-class thrill rides, live shows, games, restaurants
and one of the nation’s largest zoos.

Join everyone’s favorite Sesame Street friends at Busch
Gardens for a family-friendly adventure filled with kid-size rides
and cool water fun. Dip and dive through the desert on the
Air Grover junior coaster. Climb and play in Elmo’s Tree House.
Splash and refresh in Bert and Ernie’s fun-filled water play area.

Shows
Turn It Up!
The Moroccan Palace is home to the hottest show on ice,
Turn it up!. This award-winning, original ice show vibrantly
celebrates summer with contemporary performances, aerial
moments and eclectic pop music.

Let’s Play Together
The whole family will enjoy this lively and fun show with favorite
Sesame Street friends. A heartwarming show all about the
beauty of friendship, kids can dance and sing while celebrating
that being different is a big part of being friends.

Upgrades
Quick Queue® Unlimited *
With Quick Queue Unlimited, guests can skip the regular
lines and enjoy front-of-the-line access at our most popular
attractions as many times as they want – all day long!

All-Day Dining *
This convenient dining deal allows you to eat all day at
Busch Gardens at participating restaurant locations as
often as you want until the published closing time.

Serengeti Safari *
Be transported to the wild and wonderful world of the
Serengeti Plain on an open-air touring vehicle as your guide
shares secrets and stories of this amazing habitat.
*Additional charges may apply.

Busch Gardens Vacation Packages
Hotel Packages are available offering great values like Eat Free, or Kids Free, and more.
In addition, select Hotel Packages include:

• Free Parking

• Unlimited admission to Busch Gardens
for up to 14 consecutive days

• Discounts on dining,

merchandise and more!

Congo
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Jungala

Serengeti Plain

®

View by Train or Skyride

Pantopia

NOW OPEN

Stanleyville

Sesame Street
Safari of Fun

Edge of Africa

Nairobi

®

Egypt

COMING
SPRING 2020

Morocco
Bird
Gardens

Security

Lost &
Found
Adventure
Outpost

(Guest Services)

Entrance
& Exit

®
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Aruba Tuba™
Fabian’s Funport

Riptide®

Rides
Solar Vortex – Opening Spring 2020!
Spin and splash at Adventure Island on Solar Vortex –
America’s first dual-tailspin water slide. This high-thrill
family raft slide combines high-banking rotations and rapid
descents, sending sliders on a swirling journey through
two open tailspin features. Manufactured by Whitewater,
Solar Vortex will also include three dynamic AquaLucent™
elements – harnessing the power of the Florida sun into
colorful patterns that shine through the slide as riders
reach speeds of up to 20 miles per hour.

Vanish Point ®
Inspired by the point on a wave where water and gravity
form a perfect partnership, the crest of this 70-foot tower
challenges you with two 425-foot wave paths. Step into one
of two skyboxes, and face your fears as the floor disappears
beneath you. Or, get horizontal on a 455-foot long slide
ending with a high speed finale.

Water Play
Fabian’s Funport ®
This kid-size waterpark is a first stop for little ones!
They’ll stay busy surfing in our scaled-down wave pool,
jumping through our bubbly springs, and jumping jets
and exploring our water-friendly jungle gym.

Splash Attack ®
How wet can you get standing under a 1,000-gallon
wooden bucket? Our wildest and wettest attraction
empties every seven minutes on guests 40 feet below.
Find more ways to get wet in a maze with a huge tree
house, more than 50 water toys, plus twisting slides,
bridges, cargo nets and web crawls.

Colossal Curl ™

Endless Surf

This colorful slide combines funnel and wave elements for an
exciting ride that’s sure to get hearts racing. This mega slide
delivers a high-adrenaline, action-packed adventure, making
it the ultimate family thrill slide.

The surf’s always up in our enormous, 17,000-square-foot
wave pool. Jump in and catch waves of pure fun up to
5 feet high!

Riptide
Florida’s first four-lane mat slide is a guest favorite at
Adventure Island®. Riptide allows guests to compete against
three other riders for a competitive mat-slide adventure.
All four racers are released simultaneously from a height
of 55 feet into their own tubes, twisting through a hairpin
turn before plunging into four open-air lanes for a
drenching finish.
Endless Surf

Colossal Curl

Right across the street from Busch Gardens® Tampa Bay, a Key West-style paradise
connects visitors to a water-soaked wonderland with a laid-back, tropical feel where you can
dive, swim and glide like our ocean neighbors. With a collection of more than a dozen
water attractions covering 30 acres, families can play all day!

Vanish Point

Manta®
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Shark Encounter®
All-New Sesame Street Party Parade

Ocean Explorer
Meet some of the sea’s most secretive residents, from the
quick-camouflaging giant Pacific octopus to eerie moray
eels to the massive Japanese spider crabs — the largest
in the sea.

Rides
NEW Summer 2020! Emperor
California’s tallest and fastest dive roller coaster, with
exhilarating loops, twists and turns while reaching speeds
of more than 60mph.

Tidal Twister
A unique dueling roller coaster ride features high-speed turns
and upside-down twists and a dynamic Zero-G roll.

Electric Eel ™
Electric Eel is a multi-launch coaster with high-energy twists,
electrifying loops and inversions.

Manta®
Ride the ray. Feel the rush. Or surround yourself with gliding
rays in a one-of-a-kind grotto where you can touch and feed
these incredible animals.

Sesame Street ® Bay of Play®
Treat the kids to childhood magic with their favorite furry
friends from Sesame Street. This family-fun area is filled with
rides like Elmo’s Flying Fish, Oscar’s Rocking Eel and Abby’s
Sea Star Spin.

Animal Experiences

Dolphin Days
Join our dolphin and pilot whale family as they show off
their athleticism – and playfulness – in this favorite show.
Plus, hear what inspires their trainers.

Sea Lions Live
If the sea had an ambassador of fun, it’d have to be the sea
lion. See what comics Clyde & Seamore are up to next in their
family-favorite TV and music spoofs.

Sesame Street® Party Parade
The whole family will experience an energetic, award-winning
parade with all of their favorite Sesame Street friends,
including fantastic floats and more.

Upgrades

Just inside the park entrance, you’ll find your first
real amazing opportunity to interact with sea life at
Explorer’s Reef, home to several species of reef sharks.

This convenient dining deal allows you to eat around
SeaWorld® at participating restaurant locations as often
as you want until the published closing time.

Penguin Encounter ®

Quick Queue Premier*

Watch more than 300 penguins waddle, swim
and play in their 25° snow-filled habitat.

With Quick Queue Premier, guests can get premier
seating at our most popular shows and enjoy front-ofthe-line access at our most exciting rides as many times
as they want.

Wild Arctic ®
Get up close to walruses and beluga whales in your
journey through the wild Arctic.

Plus, new in 2020, Emperor, California’s fastest and tallest floor-less dive coaster.

Witness live natural orca behaviors up close while
an expansive infinity screen brings their story to life.

All-Day Dining*

View loggerhead, hawksbill and green sea turtles – some
more than 50 years old – plus thousands of tropical fish.

Experience up-close encounters with sea life – from dolphins to beluga whales to penguins.

Orca Encounter ™

Explorer’s Reef ®

Turtle Reef

Explore a world where incredible discoveries lie just below the surface.

Shows & Presentations

Up-Close Animal Encounters*
This includes a variety of experiences such as behindthe-scenes tours and unforgettable interactions.
*Additional charges may apply.

SeaWorld Vacation Packages
Vacation packages are available with select partner hotels, or customize your client’s
SeaWorld vacation to how they would like to spend their time. Package benefits include:

• All-Day Dining*

• Front-of-the-line access*

• Reserved Seating*

*Available with select packages. Packages, benefits, and prices are subject to change without notice. Restrictions apply.
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Loggerhead Lane

SAN D

Flamingos
Walkabout Waters

Rides
Taumata Racer ®
For those who prefer life in the fast lane, the Taumata
Racer high-speed racing water slide will zoom riders
down a 375-foot slide, around a 180-degree swooping
turn, and in and out of tunnels before racing them
across the finish line.

Tassie’s Twister
Climb aboard this four-person clover leaf ride
and get ready for a spinning good time.

Kiwi Curl
Meet excitement on any of these high-speed, twistingand-turning slides.

Water Play
Big Surf Shores
Experience one of the largest wave pools in Southern
California. Lined with white sand beaches, swim in more
than 500,000 gallons of water with swells up to 5-feet tall.

Loggerhead Lane
Relax and take in the scenery as you lie on a tube and float
along our 1,250-foot long lazy river. Be on the lookout for our
amazing Caribbean flamingos as they stroll all around you.

Walkabout Waters

Climb aboard a family-size raft and share a splashing
good time down this 78-foot ride.

This four-story interactive, outdoor attraction features loads
of hands-on fun with slides, hoses, jets, geysers and more.
Plus every five minutes a 500-gallon bucket unloads water
on everyone below.

Woohoo Falls

Slippity Dippity

For the thrill-seeking adventurer, choose from three
different slides with one of them in the dark.

Little kids will soak up the fun on a children’s slide
and find the waterfall area irresistible.

Walhalla Wave

Whanau Way
Whoosh down one of six different 60-foot paths
to a splash-filled destination.

Sesame Place® San Diego - Opening Spring 2021!
The magic of Sesame Street® comes to life in California beginning in Spring 2021!
Sesame Place San Diego will be the second Sesame Place in the nation and the
only one on the West Coast. Sesame Place Philadelphia opened its gates in
July 1980 and has been a premiere destination for families across the country
for almost 40 years.

Taumata Racer

Get Ready for a fun-filled summer at Aquatica® San Diego. Experience waters
from serene to extreme, a sandy beach, and private cabana rentals,
all in a one-of-a-kind waterpark the whole family will enjoy

Sesame Place San Diego will feature seven themed dry rides, an interactive
musical play area, and eleven water attractions including a 500,000 gallon
wave pool - one of the largest in Southern California. The park will also have
an interactive Sesame Street Neighborhood complete with the iconic
123 Stoop, live character shows, a daily parade and hugs from
your favorite furry friends!
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Sesame Street®
Forest of Fun

WILLIAM

InvadR
Wolf Haven

Shows
Celtic Fyre®

Rides

Meet us in Dublin’s favorite gathering place for an exciting,
high-energy show filled with stories, singers, musicians and
the magic of Irish dance.

NEW in 2020! Pantheon™
Pantheon®, voted a Top 10 Most Anticipated Roller Coaster in
2020 by USA Today, will be the World’s Fastest Multi-Launch
coaster. Opening this spring in Busch Gardens Williamsburg’s
Festa Italia village, Pantheon features a staggering 2 inversions,
4 launches, 5 air-time hills, a 95° drop, a height of 180 feet, and
a record-breaking top speed of 73 mph. The all-new coaster
incorporates five mighty gods including Pluto, Mercury, Jupiter,
Minerva, and Neptune, with an aspect of the track reflecting
their respective powers. In this one-of-a-kind multi-launch
experience fit for the gods, Pantheon is sure to delight even
the most daring mortal thrill-seekers.

OktoberZest
Enjoy German music and dance with a modern and new
approach. Guests can eat a German meal in Das Festhaus,
a large dining hall, while being entertained by cultural singers
and dancers along with a band

Howl to Coexist ™
The one-of-a-kind presentation is a hoot! Featuring wolves,
rats, a fox, barn owl and Harris’s hawk, this show offers
practical means for coexisting with the animals around us.

Finnegan’s Flyer™
Riders will soar high and swing out over the cliffs of the Celtic
coast on Finnegan’s Flyer, a Screamin’ Swing ride located in the
park’s Ireland village which debuted in 2019. The dueling arms
sway back-and-forth, the ground plummeting into view with
each swing. Only the bravest will prevail.

Battle For Eire™
Slip on your magic lenses, hop aboard a dragon and join the
battle to save the Magic of Ireland. Experience 360 degrees
of adventure on this one-of-a-kind, action virtual reality ride.

InvadR™
Hold on to your Viking helmet and feel the wind in your beard
on the park’s first-ever wooden coaster. Fly over InvadR’s nine
air-time hills, including a 74-foot plunge that reaches speeds
of almost 50 miles per hour.

Sesame Street® Forest of Fun™
Share the fun of family-friendly rides, wet and dry play areas,
and more with Elmo and his Sesame Street friends. Here, little
kids find big fun, including our junior roller coaster, rock-n-tug
ride, character photo opportunities and more.

Experience adventure hidden among the trees at Busch Gardens , with an unparalleled mix
®

of thrill rides, shows, world-class dining, animal encounters and kid-friendly attractions.
Venture through nine charming European villages and enjoy events celebrating
every season at the world’s most beautiful theme park.

Upgrades
Quick Queue® Unlimited *
With Quick Queue Unlimited, guests can skip the regular
lines and enjoy front-of-the-line access at our most popular
attractions as many times as they want – all day long!

All-Day Dining*
Eat all day long at participating Busch Gardens Williamsburg
locations. Guests will receive an entrée, a side or dessert
every 90 minutes.

Exclusive Tours*
This includes a variety of experiences such as behind-the
scenes tours and unforgettable interactions.
*Additional charges may apply.

Busch Gardens Vacation Packages
Vacation Packages are available with select partner hotels and offer exclusive benefits such as:

• Free dinner certificate

with all seasonal packages*

• Water Country USA Free

with Select Summer package*

• Free Parking*

*Available with select packages. Packages, benefits, and prices are subject to change without notice. Restrictions apply.
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WILLIAMS

Big Daddy Falls

Kritter Korral
Vanish Point

Water Play
Rides
NEW! Cutback Water

H20 UFO®
Coaster ™

Splash your way through the park’s largest children’s area-a
wonderful water playground with water guns, fountains and
four slides. There’s even one big enough for Mom and Dad
to ride.

The only RocketBLAST coaster on the East Coast
and Virginia’s first hybrid water coaster, is coming
to Water Country USA. This revolutionary water
propulsion ride will merge two unique technologies –
a water jet propulsion system and exhilarating saucer
feature – to create a steep, smooth ride through more
than 850 feet of slide.

Never seen a cow on water skis? You will. Let your kids
practice their surfer yell at our cool splash zone, overflowing
with interactive water features, slides, falls and water cannons
– plus a 4, 500-square-foot heated splash pool.

Colossal Curl ™

Kritter Korral

True to its name, this mega-slide promises to deliver
an action-packed adventure. The ride starts with
a funnel feature, which will swish and swirl guests
before whisking them through the ride’s enclosed
colorful tubes on their way to a wave element that
hurtles them high above the park.

Let your kids go wild at this children’s play area, with fun
fountains, splash zones and scaled-down waterslides in the
shapes of their favorite sea creatures.

Vanish Point ®
Step into a skybox, then feel your heart skip a beat as
the floor drops out. Or lay back and feel the rush of
a 300-foot speed slide that takes you straight down.
Either way, you’re in for one epic drop.

Big Daddy Falls®
This colossal river rafting adventure sends you racing
through a 670-foot series of twists and turns, flumes
and tunnels – with lots of opportunities to get wet
along the way.

Cow-a-bunga®

Upgrades
Dining Plans*
Choose from a selection of dining deals and save:

• Dining Plan: Includes an entrée, snack and two beverages.
• Deluxe Dining Plan: Includes lunch, dinner, a side item,
a snack and an all-day souvenir cup.

Rock ‘n’ Roll Island
Take in the cool tunes and even cooler rides, including
our 33-foot Jammin’ Jukebox slide tower, with its
three blazing-fast slides.

Cutback Water Coaster

TM

Everything is better, and wetter, at Virginia’s largest water park. Just a splash away
from Busch Gardens®, Water Country USA® is the perfect place for families to soak up sun
and fun with resort-style amenities and more than 40 water rides and slides.

Busch Gardens & Water Country USA
Vacation Packages
Vacation Packages are available with select partner hotels and offer exclusive benefits such as:

• Free dinner certificate

with all seasonal packages*

• Water Country USA Free

with Select Summer package*

• Free Parking*

*Available with select packages. Packages, benefits, and prices are subject to change without notices. Restrictions apply.

World’s first theme park
to be designated a
Certified Autism Center
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Oscar’s Wacky Taxi
The Count’s Splash Castle

Big Bird’s Tour Bus

Rides

Shows & Parades

NEW! Big Bird’s Tour Bus

Our Street is Sesame Street

Beep, beep! Buckle up and get ready to take a ride on the
ALL-NEW Big Bird’s Tour bus! The whole family will enjoy a
ride on this oversized, red double-decker bus with Big Bird
and his furry friends.

This live show features the Muppets from Sesame Street –
Elmo, Abby Cadabby and Big Bird! Sing, dance, and clap along
as you watch the show at the Sesame Street Neighborhood.

Oscar’s Wacky Taxi
Join Oscar the Grouch for a crazy, curvy taxi ride on our first
ever family-friendly, wooden-steel hybrid roller coaster.

NEW! Slimey’s Square
New in 2020 is our brightly-colored, shaded, soft play area,
Slimey’s Square. Located next to Oscar’s Wacky Taxi Coaster,
it’s the perfect place for kids five-years-old and younger to
climb, crawl and have fun. Slimey’s Square features a seating
wall for parents so they can watch their kids do what they do
best – PLAY!

Water Play

Neighborhood Birthday Party Parade
Sesame Place® is celebrating its 40th birthday in 2020
and everyone’s favorite parade will be transformed into
the spectacular Neighborhood Birthday Party Parade!
The entire parade will be dressed up for the occasion
including colorful balloons, sparkly cupcakes, and a
toe-tapping birthday song!

Upgrades
Dine with Elmo & Friends*
Make reservations for breakfast, lunch or dinner with
Elmo and Friends – just keep an eye on your cookies!

The Count’s Splash Castle

Abby’s Magic Queue*

Find lots of ways to get soaked on our largest, wettest
attraction ever – a multilevel interactive water-play area
with over 90 play elements.

Make the lines disappear! With Abby’s Magic Queue,
you can skip the regular lines and enjoy priority boarding
at our most popular attractions.

Big Bird’s Rambling River

Cabanas*

Float in an inner tube along a 1,000 ft. waterway through
Sesame Island – past bubbling, swirling waters and spraying
geysers, under waterfalls and palm trees with water-filled,
tipping coconuts.

Enjoy your day at Sesame Place by relaxing in one of
our private cabanas. Choose the cabana option that
works best for you.

Sky Splash

*Additional fees apply. Advanced reservations required.

Rising more than 6 stories, this six-person raft ride delivers
thrills, taking you from gentle “sky” ponds into accelerator
slides and culminating with a final plunge into one great
big pool.

Sesame Street® Neighborhood

Sesame Place Vacation Packages
It’s the perfect time and they’re the perfect age for Sesame Place®, the nation’s only theme park based

Vacation Packages are available with select partner hotels and offer exclusive benefits such as:

entirely on the award-winning show Sesame Street®. So before little kids become big kids, whirl on rides,

• Discounts on shopping and dining

• One-time ride-again privilege*

splash down slides, and get a great, big hug from everyone’s favorite furry friends.

• Exclusive savings on park tickets

• One-time advance show seating*

*Benefits apply to packages booked at Official Hotel Partner locations only. Packages, benefits and pricing are subject to change without notice. Restrictions apply.
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Beluga Whale Swim
All-New Sesame Street® Party Parade

Dolphin Underwater Viewing

Shows & Parades
Ocean Discovery

Rides

An amazing showcase featuring graceful beluga whales,
athletic Pacific white-sided dolphins interacting with each
other in a playful way.

NEW! Texas Stingray®
Ride the all-new Texas Stingray – the tallest, fastest, longest
wooden coaster in the state. Experience the thrill of the ray as
you surge to breathtaking heights and plunge down electrifying
100 ft. drops. Only at SeaWorld San Antonio.

Wave Breaker ® : The Rescue Coaster
SeaWorld San Antonio’s newest thrill ride launches you on an
exciting adventure as you join the SeaWorld Rescue Team in
their quest to help an animal in danger.

Steel Eel®
Feel your heart pound as you experience a 15-story drop
and maximum weightlessness on a hypercoaster featuring
3,700 feet of track and stop speed of 65 mph.

Sesame Street® Bay of Play
Treat the kids to three acres of family fun featuring their
favorite furry friends from Sesame Street, plus rides like
Grover’s Round-Up, Abby Cadabby’s Rocking Wave, Elmo’s
Dolphin Dive & more! Plus, the iconic brand expands onto the
pathway with the addition of 10 seasonally-themed floats for
the Sesame Street Party Parade.

Animal Experiences
Turtle Reef

of Texas shoreline with heart-pounding dives, banking curves and soaring heights.

Pets Ahoy
This comical show features the talents of dogs, cats, birds,
pot-belly pigs, and other animals in a series of amazing
antics. Nearly all of these animals are rescued from local
animal shelters.

Clyde & Seamore’s Sea Lion High™
This show is filled with high-energy animal behaviors and
fun audience interaction as Clyde and Seamore go back to
school in slippery pursuit of their diplomas.

Sesame Street Party Parade
Elmo and his cast of furry friends join more than 20
dancers who engage with guests in a colorful, musical and
showstopping parade. Summer performances start May 23rd
and return for Halloween and Christmas.

Upgrades
With Quick Queue Unlimited, guests can skip the regular
lines and enjoy front-of-the-line access at our most popular
attractions as many times as they want – all day long!

Discovery Point

All-Day Dining Deal*

Watch dolphins play from sand-swept shores, or go deeper
with our Dolphin Underwater Viewing. Guests can reserve our
Signature Dolphin Swim – the only place to swim with dolphins
in Texas – or discover the thrill of swimming alongside beluga
whales or sea lions.

This All-Day Dining Deal allows you to pay one time and
eat as much as you’d like, all day!

An immersive experience that has the look and feel of a Pacific
coast town where guests will make powerful connections with
sea lions and other coastal wildlife.

The state’s tallest, fastest wooden coaster reflects the ray’s journey across 3,359 miles

Witness thrilling natural orca behaviors and learn more
about them than ever before. Orca Encounter will leave you
with a deeper understanding of these magnificent animals
and will inspire you to care even more profoundly for the
wonders of our natural world.

An interactive sea turtle attraction, Turtle Reef will give guests
an up-close look at threatened and endangered sea turtles and
the threats they face in the wild. The focal point of Turtle Reef
is a 126,000-gallon reef-themed, multi-species habitat, including
green sea turtles and hundreds of multi-colored Caribbean fish.

Pacific Point Preserve®

The New Texas Stingray pays tribute to these wonders of the sea.

Orca Encounter

Quick Queue® front-of-the-line-access*

Up-Close Animal Encounters
This includes a variety of experiences such as behind-thescenes tours and unforgettable interactions.
*Additional charges may apply.

SeaWorld Vacation Packages
Vacation packages are available with select partner hotels and include benefits such as:

• Discounts on Food, Merchandise, Reserved Seating & Front-of-the-Line Access*
*Available with select packages. Packages, benefits, and prices are subject to change without notice. Restrictions apply.
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Taumata Racer
Walhalla Wave®
A first of its kind in North America, this family clover-tube ride
sends guests soaring through watery waves to the top of a
zero-gravity wall, giving riders the sense of weightlessness.

Rides

HooRoo Run®

NEW! Tonga Twister
Experience the all-new Tonga Twister! These thrilling body
slides feature two AquaLucent tubes that create special
effect lighting patterns that give the rider an electrifying
light show. Plummet from a height of over 50 feet and
navigate 415 feet of twists and turns as high-energy
music inside the tubes elevates the excitement and fun.

Ihu’s Breakaway Falls®
Ihu’s Breakaway Falls, the tallest drop slide in Texas. This
steep, one-of-a-kind, multi-drop tower slide is named after
Ihu, Aquatica’s colorful gecko, who searches for the biggest
thrills, steepest hills and coolest spills in the waterpark.

Stingray Falls®
The park’s signature attraction takes four-seat rafts down
twists and turns to an underwater grotto, where you come
face-to-fin with stingrays and tropical fish. It’s the only ride
of its kind in the world.

One of the park’s most exhilarating rides, guests choose single
or double tubes for their descent down a 48-foot tall ride,
which features open and closed slides, water curtains, and
lots of twists, turns, and drops.

Water Play
Walkabout Waters
This 3-story, interactive, outdoor funhouse provides countless
ways to get wet and stay cool. Navigating geysers, sprays,
giant dumping buckets and spouts provides plenty of play
for both the young and the young-at-heart.

Kata’s Kookaburra Cove®
Little ones can splash safely in this 3,000-square-foot area
where whimsical sea creatures are welcoming play elements
for tiny tots to enjoy.

Walhalla Wave
Stingray Falls
Stingray Encounter

